Machine transliteration is often referred to as phonetic translation.
Introduction
Transliteration is the conversion of a text from one script to another. When a new name like Eyjafjallajökull appears in the news, it needs to be promptly transliterated into dozens of languages. Computer-generated transliterations can be more accurate than those created by humans . When the names in question originate from languages that use the same writing script as the target language, they are likely to be copied verbatim; however, their pronunciation may still be ambiguous. Existing transliterations and transcriptions can help in establishing the correct pronunciation (Bhargava and Kondrak, 2012) .
Transliteration is often defined as phonetic translation (Zhang et al., 2012) . In the idealized model of Knight and Graehl (1997) , a bilingual expert pronounces a name in the source language, modifies the pronunciation to fit the target language phonology, and writes it down using the orthographic rules of the target script. In practice, however, it may be difficult to guess the correct pronunciation of an unfamiliar name from the spelling.
Phonetic-based models of transliteration tend to achieve suboptimal performance. Al-Onaizan and Knight (2002) report that a spelling-based model outperforms a phonetic-based model even when pronunciations are extracted from a pronunciation dictionary. This can be attributed to the importance of the source orthography in the transliteration process. For example, the initial letters of the Russian transliterations of the names Chicano ([tSIkAno]) and Chicago ([SIkAgo]) are identical, but different from Shilo ( [SIlo] ). The contrast is likely due to the idiosyncratic spelling of Chicago.
Typical transliteration systems learn direct orthographic mapping between the source and the target languages from parallel training sets of word pairs (Zhang et al., 2012) . Their accuracy is limited by the fact that the training data is likely to contain names originating from different languages that have different romanization rules. For example, the Russian transliterations of Jedi, Juan, Jenins, Jeltoqsan, and Jecheon all differ in their initial letters. In addition, because of inconsistent correspondences between letters and phonemes in some languages, the pronunciation of a word may be difficult to derive from its orthographic form.
We believe that transliteration is not simply phonetic translation, but rather a process that combines both phonetic and orthographic information. This observation prompted the development of several hybrid approaches that take advantage of both types of information, and improvements were reported on some test corpora (Al-Onaizan and Knight, 2002; Bilac and Tanaka, 2004; Oh and Choi, 2005) . These models, which we discuss in more detail in Section 2.1, are well behind the current state of the art in machine transliteration.
In this paper, we conduct experiments that show the relative importance of spelling and pronunciation. We propose a new hybrid approach of joint transliteration generation from both orthography and pronunciation, which is based on a discriminative string transduction approach. We demonstrate that our approach results in significant improvements in transliteration accuracy. Because phonetic transcriptions are rarely available, we propose to capture the phonetic information from supplemental transliterations. We show that the most effective way of utilizing supplemental transliterations is to directly include their original orthographic representations. We show improvements of up to 30% in word accuracy when using supplemental transliterations from several languages.
The paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. Section 3 describes our hybrid model and a generalization of this model that leverages supplemental transliterations. Section 4 and 5 present our experiments of joint generation with supplemental transcriptions and transliterations, respectively. Section 6 presents our conclusions and future work.
Related work
In this section, we focus on hybrid transliteration models, and on methods of leveraging supplemental transliterations.
Hybrid models
Al-Onaizan and Knight (2002) present a hybrid model for Arabic-to-English transliteration, which is a linear combination of phoneme-based and grapheme-based models. The hybrid model is shown to be superior to the phoneme-based model, but inferior to the grapheme-based model. Bilac and Tanaka (2004) propose a hybrid model for Japanese-to-English back-transliteration, which is also based on linear interpolation, but the interpolation is performed during the transliteration generation process, rather than after candidate target words have been generated. They report improvement over the two component models on some, but not all, of their test corpora. Oh and Choi (2005) replace the fixed linear interpolation approach with a more flexible model that takes into account the correspondence between the phonemes and graphemes during the transliteration generation process. They report superior performance of their hybrid model over both component models. However, their model does not consider the coherence of the target word during the generation process, nor other important features that have been shown to significantly improve machine transliteration (Li et al., 2004; Jiampojamarn et al., 2010) . Oh et al. (2009) report that their hybrid models improve the accuracy of English-to-Chinese transliteration. However, since their focus is on investigating the influence of Chinese phonemes, their hybrid model is again a simple linear combination of basic models.
Leveraging supplemental transliterations
Previous work that explore the idea of taking advantage of data from additional languages tend to employ supplemental transliterations indirectly, rather than to incorporate them directly into the generation process. propose a bridge approach of transliterating low-resource language pair (X, Y ) by pivoting on an high-resource language Z, with the assumption that the pairwise data between (X, Z) and (Y, Z) is relatively large. Their experiments show that pivoting on Z results in lower accuracy than directly transliterating X into Y . and combine the pivot model with a grapheme-based model, which works better than either of the two approaches alone. However, their model is not able to incorporate more than two languages. Bhargava and Kondrak (2011) propose a reranking approach that uses supplemental transliterations to improve grapheme-to-phoneme conversion of names. Bhargava and Kondrak (2012) generalize this idea to improve transliteration accuracy by utilizing either transliterations from other languages, or phonetic transcriptions in the source language. Specifically, they apply an SVM reranker to the topn outputs of a base spelling-based model. However, the post-hoc property of reranking is a limiting factor; it can identify the correct transliteration only if the base model includes it in its output candidate list.
Joint Generation
In this section, we describe our approach of the joint transduction of a transliteration T from a source orthographic string S and a source phonemic string P (Figure 1 ). We implement our approach by modifying the DIRECTL+ system of Jiampojamarn et al. (2010) , which we describe in Section 3.1. In the following sections, we discuss other components of our approach, namely alignment (3.2), scoring (3.3), and search (3.4). In Section 3.5 we generalize the joint model to accept multiple input strings.
DirecTL+
DIRECTL+ (Jiampojamarn et al., 2010 ) is a discriminative string transducer which learns to convert source strings into target strings from a set of parallel training data. It requires pairs of strings to be aligned at the character level prior to training. M2M-ALIGNER (Jiampojamarn et al., 2007) , an unsupervised EM-based aligner, is often used to generate such alignments. The output is a ranked list of candidate target strings with their confidence scores. Below, we briefly describe the scoring model, the training process, and the search algorithm.
The scoring model assigns a score to an aligned pair of source and target strings (S, T ). Assuming there are m aligned substrings, such that the ith source substring generates the ith target substring, the score is computed with the following formula:
where α is the weight vector, and Φ is the feature vector.
There are four sets of features. Context features are character n-grams within the source word. Transition features are character n-grams within the target word. Linear-chain features combine context features and transition features. Joint n-gram features further capture the joint information on both sides.
The feature weights α are learned with the Maximum Infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) of Crammer and Singer (2003) . MIRA aims to find the smallest change in current weights so that the new weights separate the correct target strings from incorrect ones by a margin defined by a loss func- tion. Given the training instance (S, T ) and the current feature weights α k−1 , the update of the feature weights can be described as the following optimization problem:
whereT is a candidate target in the n-best list T n found under the current model parameterized by α k−1 . The loss function is the Levenshtein distance between T andT .
Given an unsegmented source string, the search algorithm finds a target string that achieves the highest score according to the scoring model. It searches through all the possible segmentations of the source string and all possible target substrings using the following dynamic programming formulation:
Q(j, t) is defined as the maximum score of the target sequence ending with target substring t, generated by the letter sequence S 1 ...S j . φ describes the features extracted from the current generator substring S j j +1 of target substring t, with t to be the last generated target substring. N specifies the maximum length of the source substring. The $ symbols are used to represent both the start and the end of a string. Assuming that the source string contains J characters, Q(J + 1, $) gives the score of the highest scoring target string, which can be recovered through backtracking. 
Multi-alignment
M2M-ALIGNER applies the EM algorithm to align sets of string pairs. For the purpose of joint generation, we need to align triples S, P and T prior to training. The alignment of multiple strings is a challenging problem (Bhargava and Kondrak, 2009 ). In general, there is no obvious way of merging three pairwise alignments. Figure 2 shows an example of three pairwise alignments that are mutually inconsistent: the English letter e is aligned to the phoneme [i] and to the grapheme ベ(BE), which are not aligned to each other Our solution is to select one of the input strings as the pivot for aligning the remaining two strings. Specifically, we align the pivot string to each of the other two strings through one-to-many alignments, where the maximum length of aligned substrings in the pivot string is set to one. Then we merge these two pairwise alignments according to the pivot string. Since the source phoneme string may or may not be available for a particular training instance, we use the source orthographic string as the pivot. The one-to-many pairwise alignments between the graphemes and phonemes, and between the graphemes and the transliterations are generated with M2M-ALIGNER. Figure 3 provides an example of this process.
An alternative approach is to pivot on the target string. However, because the target string is not available at test time, we need to search for the highest-scoring target string, given an unsegmented source string S and the corresponding unsegmented phoneme string P . We can generalize the original search algorithm by introducing another dimension into the dynamic-programming table for segmenting P , but it substantially increases the time complexity of the decoding process. Our development experiments indicated that pivoting on the target string not only requires more time, but also results in less accurate transliterations.
Scoring Model
The scoring formula (1) is extended to compute a linear combination of features of three aligned strings (S, P, T ):
The transition features on T are only computed once, because they are independent of the input strings. We observed no improvement by including features between S and P in our development experiments.
Search
Our search algorithm finds the highest-scoring target string, given a source string and a phoneme string. Since we pivot on the source string to achieve multiple alignment, the input to the search algorithm is actually one-to-many aligned pair of the source string and the phoneme string. The search space is therefore the same as that of DirecTL+, i.e. the product of all possible segmentations of the source string and all possible target substrings. However, since we apply one-to-many alignment, there is only one possible segmentation of the source string, which is obtained by treating every letter as a substring. We apply the same dynamic programming search as DirecTL+, except that we extend the feature extraction function φ(S j j +1 , t , t) in the original formulation to [φ(S j j +1 , t , t), φ(P k k +1 , t , t)] so that features between the current phoneme substring P k k +1 and the target substrings are taken into consideration. The time complexity of this search is only double of the complexity of DIRECTL+, and is independent of the length of the phoneme string.
Generalization
Since we may need to leverage information from other sources, e.g., phonemes of supplemental transliterations, each training instance can be composed of a source word, a target word, and a list of supplemental strings. The size of the list is not fixed because we may not have access to some of the supplemental strings for certain source words.
We first align all strings in each training instance by merging one-to-many pairwise alignments between the source word and every other string in the instance, as described in Section 3.2. The generalization of training is straightforward. For the scoring model, we extract the same set of features as before by pairing each supplemental string with the target word. Since the alignment is performed beforehand, the time complexity of the generalized search only increases linearly in the number of input strings with respect to the original complexity.
Leveraging transcriptions
In this section, we describe experiments that involve generating transliterations jointly from the source orthography and pronunciation. We test our method on the English-to-Hindi and English-to-Japanese transliteration data from the NEWS 2010 Machine Transliteration Shared Task . We extract the corresponding English pronunciations from the Combilex Lexicon (Richmond et al., 2009 ). We split each transliteration dataset into 80% for training, 10% for development, 10% for testing. We limit the datasets to contain only transliterations that have phonetic transcriptions in Combilex, so that each entry is composed of a source English word, a source transcription, and a target Japanese or Hindi word. The final results are obtained by joining the training and development sets as the final training set. The final training/test sets contain 8,264/916 entries for English-to-Japanese, and 3,503/353 entries for English-to-Hindi.
Gold transcriptions
We compare three approaches that use different sources of information: (a) graphemes only; (b) phonemes only; and (c) both graphemes and phonemes. The first two approaches use DI-RECTL+, while the last approach uses our joint model described in Section 3. We evaluate each approach by computing the word accuracy. Table 1 presents the transliteration results. Even with gold-standard transcriptions, the phonemebased model is worse than the grapheme-based model. This demonstrates that it is incorrect to refer to the process of transliteration as phonetic translation. On the other hand, our joint generation approach outperforms both single-source models on both test sets, which confirms that transliteration requires a joint consideration of orthography and pronunciation.
It is instructive to look at a couple of examples where outputs of the models differ. Consider the name Marlon, pronounced [mArl@n], which is transliterated into Japanese as マ ロン(MA-RO-N) (correct), and マレン(MA-RE-N) (incorrect), by the orthographic and phonetic approaches, respectively. The letter bigram lo is always transliterated into ロ in the orthographic training data, while the phoneme bigram /l@/ has multiple correspondences in the phonetic training data. In this case, the unstressed vowel reduction process in English causes a loss of the orthographic information, which needs to be preserved in the transliteration.
In the joint model, the phonetic information sometimes helps disambiguate the pronunciation of the source word, thus benefiting the transliteration process. For example, the outputs of the three models for haddock, pronounced [had@k] , are ハダ ク(HA-DA-KU) (phonetic), ハ ド ド ッ ク(HA-DO-DO-K-KU) (orthographic), and ハドック(HA-DO-K-KU) (joint, correct). The phonetic model is again confused by the reduced vowel [@] , while the orthographic model mistakenly replicates the rendering of the consonant d, which is pronounced as a single phoneme. 
Generated Transcriptions
The training entries that have no corresponding transcriptions in our pronunciation lexicon were excluded from the experiment described above. When we add those entries back to the datasets, we can no longer apply the phonetic approach, but we can still compare the orthographic approach to our joint approach, which can handle the lack of a phonetic transcription in some of the training instances. The training sets are thus larger in the experiments described in this section: 30,190 entries for Englishto-Japanese, and 12,070 for English-to-Hindi. The test sets are the same as in Section 4.1. The results in the first two rows in Table 2 show that the joint approach outperforms the orthographic approach even when most training entries lack the pronunciation information. 1 Gold transcriptions are not always available, especially for names that originate from other languages. Next, we investigate whether we can replace the gold transcriptions with transcriptions that are automatically generated from the source orthography. We adopt DIRECTL+ as a grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) converter, train it on the entire Combilex lexicon, and include the generated transcriptions instead of the gold transcriptions in the transliteration training and test sets for the joint model. The test sets are unchanged.
The third row in Table 2 shows the result of leveraging generated transcriptions. We still see improvement over the orthographic approach, albeit smaller than with the gold transcriptions. However, we need to be careful when interpreting these results. Since our G2P converter is trained on Combilex, the gen-1 The improvement is statistically significant according to the McNemar test with p < 0.05. The differences in the baseline results between Table 1 and Table 2 erated transcriptions of words in the test set are quite accurate. When we test the joint approach only on words that are not found in Combilex, the improvement over the orthographic approach largely disappears. We interpret this result as an indication that the generated transcriptions help mostly by capturing consistent grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences in the pronunciation lexicon.
Leveraging transliterations
In the previous section, we have shown that phonetic transcriptions can improve the accuracy of the transliteration process by disambiguating the pronunciation of the source word. Unfortunately, phonetic transcriptions are rarely available, especially for words which originate from other languages, and generating them on the fly is less likely to help. However, transliterations from other languages constitute another potential source of information that could be used to approximate the pronunciation in the source language. In this section, we present experiments of leveraging such supplemental transliterations through our joint model.
Third-language transcriptions
An intuitive way of employing transliterations from another language is to convert them into phonetic transcriptions using a G2P model, which are then provided to our joint model together with the source orthography. We test this idea on the data from the NEWS 2010 shared task. We select Thai as the third language, because it has the largest number of the corresponding transliterations. We restrict the training and test sets to include only words for which Thai transliterations are available. The resulting English-to-Japanese and English-to-Hindi training/test sets contain 12,889/1,009, and 763/250 entries, respectively. We adopt DIRECTL+ as a G2P converter, and train it on 911 Thai spellingpronunciation pairs extracted from Wiktionary. Be- cause of the small size of the training data, it can only achieve about 15% word accuracy in our G2P development experiment. Table 3 shows the transliteration results. The accuracy of the model that uses only supplemental transcriptions (row 2) is very low, but the joint model obtains an improvement even with such inaccurate third-language transcriptions. Note that the Thai pronunciation is often quite different from English. For instance, the phoneme sequence [waj] obtained from the Thai transliteration of Whyte, helps the joint model correctly transliterate the English name into Japanese ホ ワ イ ト(HO-WA-I-TO), which is better than ホイト(HO-I-TO) produced by the orthographic model.
Multi-lingual transcriptions
Transcriptions obtained from a third language are not only noisy because of the imperfect G2P conversion, but often also lossy, in the sense of missing some phonetic information present in the source pronunciation. In addition, supplemental transliterations are not always available in a given third language. In this section, we investigate the idea of extracting phonetic information from multiple languages, with the goal of reducing the noise of generated transcriptions.
We first train G2P converters for several languages on the pronunciation data collected from Wiktionary. Table 4 shows the sizes of the G2P datasets, and the corresponding G2P word accuracy numbers, which are obtained by using 90% of the data for training, and the rest for testing. 2 For the highly-regular Japanese Katakana, we instead create a rule-based converter. Then we convert supplemental transliterations from those languages into noisy phonetic transcriptions. In order to obtain representative results, we also include transliteration pairs without supplemental transliterations, which results in different datasets than in the previous experiments. The sets for English-to-Japanese and English-to-Hindi now contain 30,190/17,557/1,886 and 12,070/3,777/380 entries, where the sizes refer to (1) the entire training set, (2) the subset of training entries that have at least one supplemental transcription, and (3) the test set (in which all entries have supplemental transcriptions).
An interlingual approach holds the promise of ultimately replacing n 2 pairwise graphemegrapheme transliteration models involving n languages with 2n grapheme-phoneme and phonemegrapheme models based on a unified phonetic representation. In our implementation, we merge different phonetic transcriptions of a given word into a single abstract vector representation. Specifically, we replace each phoneme with a phonetic feature vector according to a phonological feature chart, which includes features such as labial, voiced, and tense. After merging the vectors by averaging their weights, we incorporate them into the joint model described in Section 3.3 by modifying Φ(i, P, T ). Unfortunately, the results are disappointing. It appears that the vector merging process compounds the information loss, which offsets the advantage of incorporating multiple transcriptions.
Another way of utilizing supplemental transcriptions is to provide them directly to our generalized joint model described in Section 3.5, which can handle multiple input strings. Table 5 presents the results on leveraging transcriptions generated from supplemental transliterations. We see that the joint generation from multiple transcriptions significantly boosts the accuracy on English-to-Japanese, but the improvement on English-to-Hindi is minimal. Table 6 : Transliteration accuracy with supplemental information.
Multi-lingual transliterations
The generated transcriptions of supplemental transliterations discussed in the previous section are quite inaccurate because of small and noisy G2P training data. In addition, we are prevented from taking advantage of supplemental transliterations from other languages by the lack of the G2P training data. In order to circumvent these limitations, we propose to directly incorporate supplemental transliterations into the generation process. Specifically, we train our generalized joint model on the graphemes of the source word, as well as on the graphemes of supplemental transliterations. The experiments that we have conducted so far suggest two additional methods of improving the transliteration accuracy. We have observed that nbest lists produced by our joint model contain the correct transliteration more often than the baseline models. Therefore, we follow the joint generation with a reranking step, in order to boost the top-1 accuracy. We apply the reranking algorithm of Bhargava and Kondrak (2011) , except that our joint model is the base system for reranking. In order to ensure fair comparison, the held-out sets for training the rerankers are subtracted from the original training sets.
Another observation that we aim to exploit is that a substantial number of the outputs generated by our joint model are very close to gold-standard transliterations. In fact, news writers often use slightly different transliterations of the same name, which makes the model's task more difficult. Therefore, we rerank the model outputs using a target-language lexicon, which is a list of words together with their frequencies collected from a raw corpus. We follow Cherry and Suzuki (2009) We conduct our final experiment on forward and backward transliteration. We utilize supplemental transliterations from all eight languages in the NEWS 2010 dataset. The English-Japanese and English-Hindi datasets contain 33,540 and 13,483 entries, of which 23,613 and 12,131 have at least one supplemental transliteration, respectively. These sets are split into training/development/test sets. The entries that have no supplemental transliterations are removed from the test sets, which results in 2,321 and 1,226 test entries. In addition, we extract an English lexicon comprising 7.5M word types from the English gigaword monolingual corpus (LDC2012T21) for the back-transliteration experiments.
We evaluate the following models: (1) the baseline DIRECTL+ model trained on source graphemes; (2) the reranking model of Bhargava and Kondrak (2011) 3 , with DIRECTL+ as the base system; (3) our joint model described in Section 3.5; (4) "combination", which is a reranking model with our joint model as the base system; and (5) a reranking model that uses the English target lexicon and model (4) as the base system. Table 6 present the results. We see that our joint model performs much better by directly incorporating the supplemental transliterations than by using the corresponding phonetic transcriptions. This is consistent with our experiments in Section 4 that show the importance of the orthographic information. We also observe that our joint model achieves substantial improvements over the baseline on the back-transliteration tasks from Japanese and Hindi into English. This result suggests the orthographic information from the supplemental transliterations is particularly effective in recovering the information about the pronunciation of the original word which is often obfuscated by the transliteration into a different language.
Our joint model is more effective in utilizing supplemental transliterations than the reranking approach of Bhargava and Kondrak (2011) , except on English-to-Japanese. The combination of these two approaches works better than either of them, particularly on the back-transliteration tasks. Finally, the incorporation of a target-lexicon brings additional gains.
Back-transliteration from Japanese to English is more challenging than in the forward direction, which was already noted by Knight and Graehl (1997) . Most of the names in the dataset originate from English, and Japanese phonotactics require introduction of extra vowels to separate consonant clusters. During back-transliteration, it is often unclear which vowels should be removed and which preserved. Our approach is able to dramatically improve the quality of the results by recovering the original information from multiple supplemental transliterations.
Conclusion
We have investigated the relative importance of the orthographic and phonetic information in the transliteration process. We have proposed a novel joint generation model that directly utilizes both sources of information. We have shown that a generalized joint model is able to achieve substantial improvements over the baseline represented by a stateof-the-art transliteration tool by directly incorporating multiple supplemental transliterations. In the future, we would like to further explore the idea of using interlingual representations for transliteration without parallel training data.
